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PREFACE
The GSMF User's Manual consists of a "Final" and "Final-Appendices".




This manual provides instructions for the Ground Software Maintenance





The GSMF system provides the resources for ATE computer program maintenance
(GCOS and GOAL).
Applicable reference documents are listed in Section 2. Section 3 con-
tains an operational overview and major sections (3.1, 3.2, ...) that describe
each mode noted above in terms of operator interfaces, options, equipment,
material utilization, and operational procedures. Test restart procedures are
described in Section 4.
Figure 1.1-1 shows the GSMF documentation tree including the User 's






—GSMF Interface Control Document (ICD)
—GSMF Implementation Concept
—GSMF' Detailed Design
—GSMF Acceptance Test Plan
—GSMF Users Manual
—GSMF System Manual






Ground Software Maintenance Facility Hardware Requirements - 900472 -
McDonnell Douglas Technical Services Company - May 3, 1984
Ground Software Maintenance Facility Software Requirements - 900471 -
McDonnell Douglas Technical Services Company - May 3, 1984
Ground Software Maintenance Facility Interface Control Document - Acurex
- July 16, 1984
Ground Software Maintenance Facility Detailed Design - TRW -
February 18, 1986
Detailed Ground Software Maintenance Facility Software Requirements - TRW
- March 13, 1985
6SMF System Manual - TRW - February 18, 1986
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3. GSMF OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION
This section describes the six operational modes.
The existing software for Display Control shall be utilized for GSMF
operations. This program will allow a complete menu-driven execution for GSMF
simulation and test modes. It controls all screen displays, user input (via
function keys or compose fields), and data logging. This permits a user-
friendly computer environment.
The SETUP mode shall be used to define a base software system for either
the Standalone or Integrated Simulation modes. The SETUP mode shall be utili-
zed to make mission-dependent changes in the GSMF database and simulation
programs. One simulation system, as generated by the SETUP mode, may be used
to verify many test cases for GCOS maintenance. The SETUP mode is addressed
in Section 3.2.
The Standalone SIMULATION mode verifies real-time GCOS operation with
run-time operator capabilities to control the simulation execution, values,
and outputs. The Integrated SIMULATION mode provides the additional feature
of executing GCOS in real-time with either SCOS or ECOS, or both. The SIMU-
LATION modes, with software configurations defined by SETUP mode, will allow
multiple verification tests without SETUP mode execution. Both SIMULATON
modes are addressed in Section 3.3.
The TEST mode shall be run as a diagnostic and as part of the acceptance
tests. The TEST mode is addressed in Section 3.4.
The POST-PROCESSING mode may be run for analysis of SIMULATION mode
execution as recorded on a log tape. POST-PROCESSING Mode is addressed in
Section 3.5. The PPI LOOPBACK section as described in Section 3.6 details the
function of the loopback test which is a useful tool that is run prior to
running the integrated mode.
The OFFLINE_FILE_BUILDER is a set of tasks that allows the user to create
four files that will be used by SIMULATION Mode, create the GCID operating
software disk files from tape, and read/create the eight disk files from the




DISPLAY_CONTROL is a set of programs currently running on the P-E 3220.
These programs control the display screens that were created via the display
generation operation. All user inputs via function keys or compose fields
shall be handled by display control and passed to the respective tasks via
SVC6 intertask FORTRAN cal ls . The respective task then manipulates the data
passed. Display control wi l l br ing up the display screen from the funct ion
key selected. Appendix A outlines the operating procedures for GSMF.
3.1.1 DISPLAY CONTROL Equipment Configurat ion
DISPLAY_CONTROL was developed to execute on the P-E 3220 or Interdata 8-
32 series computers. It w i l l wi l l be modif ied as necessary to support the
GSMF runn ing on a PE-3250. The GSMF is configured currently to ut i l ize f ive
terminals: 1) users terminal (A17) 2) operators console s imulat ion (A19) , 3)
SWID data display (A18), 4) performance analysis monitor (A16), and 5) system
console ( A l ) . For a successful s imula t ion , these terminals must be support
function keys and data entry as the PE-2300. The GSMF presently uses PE-1251
terminals. It is set up to u t i l i ze up to 16 function keys, which are avai l -
able on these terminals . Appendix E detai ls the PCU operating services that
DISPLAY CONTROL obtained from the software for the GSMF display driver.
3.1.2 DISPLAY CONTROL Inpu t Materials
3.1.2.1 Displays
All display screens wi l l have been generated and resident on disk prior
to executing GSMF simulat ion or test. Figure 3.1-1 is a sample screen created
with display generation. The display generation software to be used wil l be
the current version as ident i f ied by the TRW configuration management p lan .
3.1.2.2 User Input
The GSMF user shall control the GSMF simulation via response to compose
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Figure 3.1-1. Display Generation Sample Screen
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3.1.3 DISPLAY CONTROL Output Materials
All screens shall be read from resident disk files and displayed on the
respective P-E terminals by DISPLAY_CONTROL. Currently, screens can be
hardcopied to paper. All screens are discussed in detail in the remaining
sections.
3.1.4 DISPLAY CONTROL Procedures
Figure 3.1-2 details the procedures that shall be used to initialize
DISPLAY CONTROL and execute GSMF simulation through the User's Console. The
execution of the GSMF simulation is menu-driven by DISPLAY CONTROL and tutori-
al in operation. Responses to the display screen are through compose field
entries (entering the respective character, number, or string of
characters/numbers) or depressing a function key.
The ATE Operator's Console simulation uses the same operator response as
the operator's terminal. The terminal designation is A19. Terminal A18 dis-
plays the SWID Data Display in which the user enters the data file name that
contains the SWID/SMIDs to be displayed.
3.2 SETUP MODE
SETUP Mode shall be performed to incorporate mission changes to Space!ab
or EGSE (including GCOS) as they affect the GSMF system.
The GSMF sustaining staff shall review all ECRs for each mission to
determine which changes must be reflected in the GSMF system. The changes are
those that will be used by GCOS or GOAL such as:
• Reassignment of SWID end-items
• Changes to end-item functions
• Deletion/addition of end-items
• Changes to non-end-item equipment that GCOS interfaces
• Changes to SCOS or ECOS TMB allocations
• Changes to SCOS or ECOS functions which are simulated in the GSMF
host.
New parameters or functions may be included to provide simulation of
behavior for specific test cases such as error conditions or variable behavior
3-4
NOTES ON THE GSMF SYSTEM
1. Start system - "UP" or "GSMFUP"
2. Generate and establish display pages
"DSKDSPLY DP "
"ESTDSPLY DP "




4. After new display pages have been created,
"DELETE DFTEMP.LOG"
before starting GSMF system.
Figure 3.1-2. Start Up Procedures for GSMF
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necessary for software path verification tests. GOAL programmers shall also
be able to add complex response behavior to the simulation (as needed) to
model physical characteristics of the Space!ab/EGSE environment.
3.2.1 SETUP Mode Equipment Configuration
The SETUP mode functions shall be performed on three separate computer
systems: MDTSCO IBM 4341, IBM 4381, and GSMF Host (P-E 3250).
Access to the IBM 4341 via a remote terminal shall be required for con-
trol and manual inputs, and outputs shall be on the printer, disk, and the
tape unit.
The GSMF Host computer system shall be utilized to perform P-E specific
tasks; specifically compiling, linking, and processing of the IBM SETUP mode
output tape containing the GSMF data base and generation of the Host simula-
tion software. Figure 3.2-1 shows the system configuration.
3.2.2 SETUP Mode Input Materials
3.2.2.1 SLDB
The Spacelab data base file that shall be used to identify a mission from
MDTSCO document TRD. This file shall be on the IBM 4341 system.
3.2.2.2 DBGH Files
The DBGM files, as listed below, shall be identified for a mission from
MDTSCO document TBD. These files shall be 'on the IBM 7387 system. These
files shall identify the Specelab Data Base (SLDB) and the TMB offset, FIFO

















































The CASS-generated files listed below, on the IBM system, shall be ident-
ified from the MDTSCO Configuration Management document. These files shall




where # is the mission number.
3.2.2.4 SWID Relations File
The SWID Relations File (also referred to as the STIMULI/MEASUREMENT SWID
pairs file) shall be updated via the CMS editor on the IBM 4341 system from
information contained in the forms "SWID Relation Change Form" for a mission
as defined by Configuration Management document TBD.
The SWID Relation Change Forms shall be created for a mission to reflect
the following changes:
a) Reassignment of SWID
b) End-item functional changes
c) New end-items
d) Changes to EGSE equipment configuration.
They shall be defined by review of all ECRs for a mission as received from
Configuration Management.
The procedure to generate the SWID Relations File is presented in Appen-
dix C.
3.2.2.5 SMID
Simulation Identifiers (SMID) shall be used to process simulation data or
parameter values that are not Spacelab end-items. These definitions must be
input to SETUP mode so they will be defined during SIMULATION. An example of
SMID is a parameter that controls the type of SIMULATION: standalone, inte-
grated that are: a) connected to SCOS and ECOS, b) connected to SCOS-SDF
only, or c) connected to ECOS-SDF only.
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3.2.2.6 I n i t i a l V a l u e F i le
This f i le shall be bu i l t by edi t ing the baseline in i t ia l value f i le
located on the IBM 4341. It shall contain in i t ia l values to be assigned for
measurement SWIDs and for SMIDs. The SWID values are those which GCOS or GOAL
programs expect to read prior to any action that would set a value for them.
The SMID values are for s imulat ion control variables init ial states such as
defaults for logging and mode control (standalone/integrated).
The baseline ini t ial value f i le was created from several sources of
information concerning EGSE/SL equipment:
a) Engineering analysis/judgement
b) Personal knowledge




Updates shall be made to this f i l e as information becomes avai lable . The
ini t ia l va lue f i l e for a miss ion shall be created to reflect peculiar values
for the mission or tests. These are IBM 4341 f i les and shall be identif ied as
GSMF.SWDINIT.DATA(MS#) where # is the miss ion number. The in i t i a l va lues
shall be inc luded in the GSMF data base.
3.2.3 SETUP Mode Output
3.2.3.1 GSMF Database L i s t i n g
The l i s t ing f i le shall be generated with the information as shown in the
Figure 3.2-2 example. Each data base f i l e shall be listed including contents.






















































































































Figure 3.2-2. GSMF Data Base Listing Example (Continued)
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3.2.3.2 SWID Rela t ions L i s t ing
The SWID Relations l is t ing f i l e shall be generated with the information
as shown in the Figure 3.2-3 example. There wi l l be one entry for each SWID,
and the f i le may be printed from the IBM 4341 for reference during SIMULATION
mode.
3.2.3.3 Run Documentation
The SETUP mode shall list to a f i le the names of all fi les used or gener-
ated during execution on the Host system and provide a hard-copy reference of
f i le usage for Configuration Management and operator verif ication. Figure
3.2-4 shows a sample printout.
3.2.4 SETUP Mode Procedures
3.2.4.1 Pre-SETUP Events
3.2.4.1.1 IBM 4381
Prior to executing the SETUP node on the IBM 4381 system, several events
must be performed and ver i f ied .
1) Identify mission for which GCOS software to be tested was bui l t . This
is the mis s ion of interest.
2) Complete all modif icat ions to SWID Relat ion File via CMS EDITOR and
new identification by Configuration Management.
3) Receive from Conf igura t ion Management the identifier for SLDB for
mission of interest.
4) Receive identif iers for DBGM files for mission from Configuration
Management. These f i les are the ones created for SCOS and ECOS in
preparation for the miss ion.
5) Create SCOS/ECOS Fetch command tape which wi l l be loaded on the Mitra
(see Appendix G) to support GSMF SCOS/ECOS Telemetry Buffer process-
ing.
6) Load GNC data on Mitra (see Appendix G) to support GNC up l ink process
to SCOS and ECOS in integrated mode.
When these steps are accomplished, the SETUP mode on the IBM 4381 w i l l be
ready to run.
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GSMF REQUIREMENTS FOR SWID 9101 OF SUBTABLE /DORM







HW ADDR PI: 1
HW ADDR P2: 3
HW ADDR P3: 16
REMARKS:
RELATED SWIDs SUBJECT TO CHANGE:













































Figure 3.2-4. Sample SETUP Printout
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3.2.4.1.2 Host System
Prior to executing the SETUP mode on the Host system, several events
shall be performed and verified.
1) Host System software will have been "up and running". See Appendix A
for bringing up the GSMF Host from a cold start.
2) The IBM 4381 SETUP mode output tape shall be prepared for mission of
interest.
3) All Behavior Function Tasks shall be compiled, linked, and appropriate
as Tasks.
When these events are accomplished, SETUP mode will be ready to be run on the
Host system.
3.2.4.2 SETUP Mode Operation
The SETUP mode operation shall be performed on two computer systems: the
IBM 4381 and the GSMF Host.
The IBM 4381 system with its VM/CMS feature will allow the user to inter-
actively generate the GSMF data base tape. (See Appendix F.) Outputs will be
GSMF data base files, defined in Section 3.2.3.3, and a tape containing these
files for transporting them to the GSMF Host system.
READ_SETUP_TAPE shall read the IBM-created tape into predefined disk
files that will be resident on the GSMF host computer. This task is run off-
line prior to simulation. The GCID operating software will be loaded from the
Intergraph-provided tape into disk files on the GSMF host system. This pro-
cedure is discussed in Section 3.7.
The GSMF Host system SETUP mode operation shall consist of verifying the
success of all previous required events and executing the task to build the
output disk files containing the inputs for SIMULATION mode.
3.2.4.2.1 SETUP Mode Normal Completion
Normal completion shall be indicated to the operator by displaying the
message: "Successful completion of READ_SETUP_TAPE."
3.2.4.2.2 SETUP Mode Error Conditions
Error conditions shall be indicated to the operator by messages on the
display.
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3.2.4.3 SETUP Mode Termination
No special procedures are needed to terminate the SETUP mode.
3.3 SIMULATION MODE
The SIMULATION mode shall be run to test GCOS and GOAL software in real-
time. The SIMULATION system will have been previously configured for mission
consistency with the GCOS or GOAL software to be tested. The GSMF operator
shall control the simulation execution via a display terminal by commanding
value changes and special test Behavior Function execution, and by selecting
display options to aid the GCOS system user (the GCOS or GOAL programmer).
Documentation of test results may be output to a log tape (for data reduction/
analysis), also under operator control.
The SIMULATION mode shall provide models of the SCOS and ECOS systems (as
they effect GCOS or GOAL programs) in the standalone GSMF configuration. In
the integrated and standalone GSMF configurations, the SIMULATION mode shall
provide models of all other Spacelab and EGSE functions that affect GCOS or
GOAL programs. The Integrated SCOS and/or ECOS functions shall be provided by
the SSC and/or EXC SDF systems.
3.3.1 SIMULATION Mode Equipment Configuration
The SIMULATION mode will be performed utilizing the basic Standalone and
the Integrated configurations.
The Standalone configuration will be used in the majority of the tests.
Figure 3.3-1 depicts the Standalone configuration including the Host system,
the GCID, and the GCOS system.
The Integrated configuration is an extended test configuration that will
validate configuration of, and communications between, GCOS and SCOS/ECOS.
Figure 3.3-2 depicts the Integrated configuration including the Standalone
system and one or both of the SDF systems (including SSC and EXC).
3.3.2 SIMULATION Mode Input Materials
3.3.2.1 SETUP Files
The output tape from the SETUP mode will contain the necessary data files


















































Section 3.7, OFFLINE_FILE_BUILDER, describes in detail the remaining files
that can be created for SIMULATION mode execution.
3.3.2.2 Operator
Figure 3.3-3 is an overview of the relationship of the SIMULATION menus.
The display number, e.g., DP#0010, with the respective function key numbers
are detailed.
The execution of the SIMULATION mode path of events, as described in
Appendix A, for "start-up" will end with .the GSMF MODE SELECTION Menu DP#0010
as depicted in Figure 3.3-4. Section 3.3.2.2.1 describes the operation of
this main control, menu, and similarly one section is devoted to each display
of the SIMULATION mode. All operator action shall be initiated via these
menus. During the execution of the GSMF simulation the user will constantly
have to enter data or make selections from the displayed menus. The menu
selections will be via a function key. For the GSMF hardware configuration,
the P-E 1251 CRT is the terminal that is used. It has 16 function keys which
are located across the top row of keys and vertically to the extreme right of
the keyboard. No other entry is made after depressing the function key. When
a display has compose fields, the user will "TAB" to the appropriate field,
enter data, and depress the "SEND" key for transmission after all entries are
made. On all displays, the ampersand (£) preceding the number indicates a
function key entry. The 16 function keys can be "SHIFTED" which will give a
total of 32 function keys. The symbols "<>" enclosing a key number (i.e.,
<16>) indicates that it is a "SHIFT" Function Key 16 entry.
3.3.2.2.1 GSMF MODE SELECTION Display
The GSMF MODE SELECTION menu DP#0010 {Figure 3.3-4), the first accessed
in the SIMULATION Mode provides the capability to run SIMULATION MODE, TEST
MODE, POST-PROCESSING, PPI LOOPBACK, or EXIT the SIMULATION.
The selection of TEST mode shall enter the display sequences described in
Section 3.4. Only one terminal shall be active when the TEST mode is entered.
To stop the SIMULATION from this main level, Function key 5 shall be depress-
ed. Figure 3.3-5, DP#0002, displays the simulation shutdown instructions.
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3.3.2.2.2 SIMULATION MODE Options
Before the SIMULATION MODE Options Menu DP#0100 is displayed, the user
wi l l be guided through a series of menus that a l low for basic "housekeeping"
prior to running the s imulat ion. After pressing function key @1 of the GSMF
MODE SELECTION menu (Figure 3.3-4) in i t ia l iza t ion for the simulation shall be
started. Display DP#0104, "SYNCHRONIZING GMT TO GCID" (Figure 3.3-6), shall
be displayed. During in i t ia l izat ion, the GMT between the Host and the GCID is
synchronized, and the message is displayed on the users console (A17);
afterwhich, the SELECT SCOS MODE menu, DP#0111 (Figure 3.3-7) wi l l be
displayed. If STANDALONE (I?!) is selected from DP #0111, menu DP#0112 (Figure
3.3-8) SELECT ECOS MODE will be displayed. If the user again selects
STANDALONE ((?!) from DP #0112, DP#0119 SYSTEM STATUS (Figure 3.3-9), is
displayed. If func t ion key G2 or G>3, INTEGRATED PPI-1 and INTEGRATED PPI-2 is
selected, then DP#0102 (Figure 3.3-10) is displayed before DP#0110 (Figure
3.3-11), I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N IN PROCESS is displayed. If INTEGRATED PPI-1 (02) is
selected, then DP#0113 (Figure 3.3-12) SELECT ECOS MODE wi l l be displayed. If
INTEGRATED PPI-2 (?3) is selected, then DP#0114 (Figure 3.3-13) shall be
displayed for user response. From DP#0114, if function key 1 is selected, the
next screen displayed is DP#0110 (Figure 3.3-11). If function key 2 is
selected, then DP#0101, "STARTING SCOS SDF" message is displayed before
DP#0110, I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N IN PROCESS (Figure 3.3-11) is displayed on the CRT.
Figure 3.3-14, STARTING SCOS SDF, DP#0110 message is displayed, afterwhich
DP#0110 w i l l be displayed.
Display DP#0119 (Figure 3.3-9), shows the user the status of the I/O
devices, PPIs , and G C I D microprocessors. From the displayed SYSTEM STATUS,
the user can elect to GO/NOGO with the s imulat ion. If function key 1 is
depressed, GO, DP#0100 (Figure 3.3-15), SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu is dis-
played. If NOGO, funct ion key 2, is selected, then DP#0001, GSMF MODE SELEC-
TION (Figure 3.3-4), is displayed. Function key 3, EXECUTE SDF TIME DIAG-
NOSTIC, DP#0120 (Figure 3.3-16), is displayed. From this menu the user can
STOP GMT ( func t ion key 1), enter desired GMT, START GMT (funct ion key 2), or
EXIT (funct ion key 3).
The "SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS" menu, the first menu accessed in the SIMU-
LATION mode (F igure 3.3-15) wi l l provide the capabil i ty to Start Simulation
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to Access Time (04), Execute Behavior Functions (05), to Set Fault Control
(96), to look at System Status (07), to Stop Simulation Models (08), to Simu-
late the ATE (09), and to Specify Printer Options (010).
The next sequence of displays after the user has selected the mode
(Standalone/Integrated) of operation for executing the simulation shall be the
DUMP DATABASE OPTIONS, DP#0117 (Figure 3.3-17). The user has the option to
dump the eight data base files as created by SETUP. The user can "DUMP" or
"SKIP" all files.
3.3.2.2.2.1 LOGGING OPTIONS. The display DATA LOGGING FACILITY INITIALIZE
DP#0130 controls logging information. The logging process is an adaptation of
the process used in the SDF.
Figure 3.3-18 provides an operator interface to assign tape units, initi-
ate logging (function key 1) and proceed to a menu of logging options, LOG
RECORD TYPE Summary, DP#0131, (Page 1 of 2, Figure 3.3-19), by depressing
function key 2. Function key 3 will return to the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS
display menu. When function key 2 is selected, it will show the current
status of logging by record type and allow operator modification of that
status. Function key 1 may be used to log all records, function key 2 to
SUPPRESS ALL records. Selection of function key 3 will display DP#0132, LOG
RECORD TYPE Summary (Page 2 of 2, Figure 3.3-20). This is the continuation of
the record types that the user can select for logging. As with DP#0131,
function key 1 (01) will LOG ALL displayed RECORDS, function key 2 (02) will
SUPPRESS ALL RECORDS from being logged, function key 3 (#3) will return the
user to the previous page, DP#0131, and function key 4 (04) will return the
user to the DATA LOGGING FACILITY INITIALIZE, DP#0130 menu display. For both
of the LOG RECORD TYPE Summary pages, the user can select individual record
types as displayed via the TAB key on the console keyboard. At the desired
record type, the user enters "LOG" at this time.
3.3.2.2.2.2 PRINTER OPTIONS. The PRINTER OPTIONS display, DP#0200 (Figure
3.3-21), allows control of print options. Entering an "E" or "D" in the
status fields will ENABLE/DISABLE the Class A/Class B error messages, the
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inputs, and scratch pad messages. Function key 1 will LOG ALL ITEMS to
PRINTER, function key 2 will DISABLE LOGGING OF ALL ITEMS to the printer,
function key 3 will return to the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS display.
3.3.2.2.2.3 VALUE READ/WRITE. The display which allows the reading or writ-
ing of values is depicted in Figure 3.3-22, DP#0140. To read a value, posi-
tion the cursor, enter the SWID or SMID identifier number and press the "SEND"
key. The display shall return the digital value in hexadecimal, the calibrat-
ed value, the short "SYMBOLIC NAME OF THE INSTRUMENT" (SNI), and the engineer-
ing units for the input number. For a discrete signal, the calibrated value
will be the binary value, and the engineering units will be "TRUE", "FALSE",
"ON", or "OFF", etc., indicating the state of the value of U0" or "1" based on
the SLDB definition.
To write a value, position the cursor, enter the value, then press the
"SEND" key. For a discrete value, enter the value of a 16-bit field contain-
ing the bits to be written and press the "SEND" key.
If an attempt is made to read or write an invalid SWID/SMID number, the
END ITEM TYPE will be displayed as "UNDEFINED SWID".
Value Read/Write allows the user to "LOCK OUT" actions to alter SWID data
by the simulation. This is especially useful for testing special cases, or to
perturbate data which would (or might be) inmediately over-written by the
normal operation of the simulation. Selecting L (lock) will prevent changes
except by Value Read/Write. Selecting U (unlock) will restore the access to
the variable to its normal state.
3.3.2.2.2.4 ACCESS TIME. The GCID maintains two time values, Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT), and Mission Elapsed Time (MET). GMT originates in the GSMF host
and is the time used by the operating system for system-related timing opera-
tions (e.g., waits, scheduling) because of special modifications made to the
operating system. This time may also be set or reset by the GSMF user. MET
originates in the ATE computer and may not be affected directly from the GSMF
side of the simulation. To allow perturbation of MET, a MET BIAS (offset) is
maintained in the GCID which will bias MET as set by the ATE. These time
values may be accessed by ACCESSJIME. Display DP#0150 (Figure 3.3-23),
represents the operator interface to this process. When activated, ACCESS_
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To change either of the time values, the new value shall be entered as
indicated on the display. Both times consist of a day, hour, minute, and
second component. The MET BIAS also includes provision for a sign so the
offset might be in either direction in time from the current MET.
Selection of function key 1 shall return the user to the SIMULATION MODE
OPTIONS menu.
3.3.2.2.2.5 Behavior Function Execution. Selecting "BEHAVIOR FUNCTION EXE-
CUTION" from the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu (P5) (Figure 3.3-15), displays
the EXECUTE BEHAVIOR FUNCTION menu. Figure 3.3-24, DP#0160, depicts the
EXECUTE BEHAVIOR FUNCTION menu. The user shall enter the SWID number, Command
Words 1 and 2, and then press function key 1 to execute the Behavior Function,
or function key 2 to return to the previous menu.
3.3.2.2.2.6 Fault Control. To readily test ATE link-related perturbations/
failures, a process named FAULT_CONTROL is provided. The GCID uses error
counts stored in its memory to determine if certain link-related errors are to
be generated. If those error counts are positive, the GCID shall generate the
specific error and decrement the count. When the counter is 0, no fault is
generated for that particular error. FAULT_CONTROL allows those counts in the
GCID to be set. In addition, each link has an indicator that allows the GSMF
user to pause or start the link at will, simulating complete link failure.
Several faults are controlled in the GSMF, TLM time and PIOL failures and SCCD
overall health.
This process shall begin'with a menu of link/fault relationships. Dis-
play DP#0170 (Figure 3.3-25), illustrates the menu and the selections the
operator may make to select a link on which to review or set fault conditions.
Each link perturbation process shall be accessed by function key selection.
On completion, each of those secondary processes shall return to the initial
screen, from which additional links might be selected, or by selection of
Function Key 6, the user shall be returned to the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS
menu.
When a fault insertion screen for a link is activated, the number of
errors scheduled for each link-related fault is displayed (on a snap-shot
basis) and an indication of whether fault insertion is active and whether the
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or deactivate error insertion, or start or pause the link by entries to the
display. If error generation is active for the link related to that error,
the changes to error counts are immediately sent to the GCID. If error gen-
eration is inactive, the counts shall be maintained in the GSMF host until
error insertion is activated, then sent to the GCID. If the operator deacti-
vates error insertion, any error counts remaining to be processed by the GCID
shall be stored in the GSMF host and displayed and the error count in the GCID
set to 0, precluding further error insertion. Those stored counts may be
modified as desired. If fault insertion is reactivated, the currently dis-
played counts shall be stored in the GCID enabling those faults that have
unexpired or newly entered fault counts.
3.3.2.2.2.6.1 TIC FAULT INSERTIONS. With each fault insertion menu, function
key 1 shall return the user to the FAULT CONTROL menu.
TLC faults are initiated by use of display DP#0171 (Figure 3.3-26). TLC
faults include hardware link errors (DIALOG error, CHECKSUM error, and WXY
error), and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BIT error in the RESPONSE HEADER word pausing the
TLC link.
3.3.2.2.2.6.2 TLM FAULT INSERTIONS. TLM faults will be initiated by use of
display DP#0172 (Figure 3.3-27). TLM faults include FREEZE ECOS/SCOS TMB PIOL
counter and FREEZE ECOS/SCOS GMT. These faults will be simulated entirely in
the GSMF. TLM DMA PARITY ERROR faults may be inserted by the GCID.
3.3.2.2.2.6.3 SCCD FAULT INSERTIONS. SCCD faults will be initiated by use of
display DP#0173 (Figure 3.3-28). SCCD faults include OVERALL HEALTH error
(high-order bit of SCCD status buffer). This fault will be simulated entirely
in the GSMF. There are no SCCD faults inserted by the GCID except pausing the
link.
3.3.2.2.2.6.4 MSE FAULT INSERTIONS. MSE faults will be initiated by use of
display DP#0174 (Figure 3.3-29). MSE faults include COMPLEMENT error and
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3.3.2.2.2.6.5 TIME FAULT INSERTIONS. The fau l t s to the time l i n k are l imi ted
to pausing the l i n k . A perturbation of the time l i n k process is also provided
via ACCESS JTIME (see Section 3.3.2.2.2.4). Display DP#0175 (Figure 3.3-30),
depicts the TIME ( M T U ) FAULT INSERTIONS menu.
3.3.2.2.2.7 SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY. The status display shows the GO-NOGO
state of each GCID processor and of the PPI interface. It also shows which
GSMF peripherals are attached and runn ing . Figure 3.3-31 depicts the SYSTEM
STATUS DISPLAY, DP#0180. The status display is shown by selecting function
key 7 of the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu (Figure 3.3-15).
3.3.2.2.2.8 STOP SIMULATION MODELS. When the user selects funct ion key 8 of
the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu (Figure 3.3-15), to stop the s imulat ion mod-
els, " I N A C T I V E " wil l be displayed to the right of "Models are: " in
the header of the display. DP#0010 remains displayed.
3.3.2.2.2.9 ATE Simulated Options. Selecting Function Key 9 w i l l invoke a
simulat ion test mode a l lowing the s imula t ion mode Host software to be exer-
cised without GCID or SDFs connected. Figure 3.3-32, DP#0190, depicts the ATE
SIMULATOR OPTIONS menu. There are seven funct ion keys from which the user may
select. The fo l lowing is a list of the display screens that shall be display-
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3.3.2.2.2.10 Exitting Simulation Mode. Selecting function key 11 of the
SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu will display DP#0103 (Figure 3.3-39, EXITTING
SIMULATION MODE. *
3.3.2.2.2.11 Operator's Console Simulation. When the user selects function
key 1 from the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu (Figure 3.3-15). START SIMULATION
MODELS, the system will activate the Ops Console program. This program will
display the first of eight screens on Terminal A19. This screen, as depicted
in Figure 3.3-40, displays the STATUS DISPLAY for the operator's console
simulation. The remaining seven screens that can be displayed from the STATUS
DISPLAY screen via the respective function keys are as follows:
Screen
Caution and Warning Display
Emergency Panel
Help
System Station C£D Display 1
System Station C&D Display 2
System Station C&D Display 3

















'< >' indicate "SHIFT" then function key stroke.
Through the function key select capability, the user can select any of the
other seven screens from a particular screen.
The status of the lamps, switches, and pushbuttons that the Ops Console
simulation is controlled by either: 1) the ATE computer executing ITTS/GCOS/
GOAL/VALIDATION programs, 2) through Value Read/Write from the GSMF host
computer, or 3) via the Ops Console display keyboard for the respective simu-
lation being displayed.
The Ops Console simulation is displayed on Terminal A19 during the GSMF
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3.3.2.2.2.12 SWID/SMID Data Disp lay . As with the Ops Console s imula t ion , the
SWID/SMID data display screen is displayed on Terminal A19 when the user
starts the simulat ion models. The user enters the f i l e name that contains the
SWID/SMIDs that are to be displayed and updated. Through the O f f l i n e File
Build utility, Section 3.7.3.1, the user creates the data files that contain
the SWID/SMID numbers that are to be monitored. Each data f i l e contains up to
and i n c l u d i n g 16 numbers.
Figure 3.3-48 is a graphic representation of the SWID/SMID data display
screen. For each SWID/SMID, the hex counts, engineering va lue , engineering
uni t ( E U ) code, and Short Symbolic Name Indicator ( S S N I ) is represented.
These va lues are extracted from the GSMF SLDB.
The user has the option to enter new data f i les during the s imulat ion.
This is done by entering the f i l e name via the A19 keyboard and depressing
' S E N D . '
SWID/SMID data d i sp lay is terminated when the GSMF simulat ion mode is
'EXITTED. 1
3.3.3 SIMULATION Mode Output
3.3.3.1 Log Tape
A log of events/activities may be created during a SIMULATION run at the
users console (A17) by u s i n g the L O G G I N G OPTIONS menu (Section 3.3.2.2.2.1).
This tape may be read by the Post-Processing software for data reduction and
analysis. A l ist of possible content and operator selectable d u r i n g the run ,
is contained on Figure 3.3-19 (DP#0131). The log tape is a 1600 b .p . i . , 9-
track, unlabeled tape.
3.3.3.2 Printer
The printed output from a SIMULATION run shall be used to document opera-
tor activity and/or SWID/SMID values . All printer output is under operator
control (see Section 3.3.2.2.2.2) . Figure 3.3-21 (DP#0200), lists the 8 items
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The displays shall contain the most frequent output of SIMULATION runs.
The control displays and menus are described in Section 3.3.2.2. The SWID/
SMID value displays and operations console simulation display are described in
Sections 3.3.2.2.2.11 and 3.3.2.2.2.12.
3.3.4 SIMULATION Mode Procedures
3.3.4.1 Pre-SiMULATION Events
The GSMF power-up sequence, as described in Appendix A, should be per-
formed for SIMULATION mode, Standalone or Integrated (SCOS and/or ECOS). When
these events have been performed successfully, the GSMF MODE SELECTION menu
shall be displayed on Terminal A17 (the default GSMF operator control
terminal), as described in Section 3.3.2.2.1. The SIMULATION mode is then
ready to execute.
3.3.4.2 SIMULATION Operations
The test specific functions that must be performed to support a GCOS or
GOAL test may be done before and/or after the start of simulation execution.
These functions shall be accessed via the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS Menu and
consist of the following:
1) Assign display functions to terminals
2) Assign logging data to be recorded
3) Print hardcopy values by SWID or SMID and control activation of opera-
tor action listing
4) View and change values by SWID or SMID, and GMT and MET BIAS times
5) Execute behavior functions to change SWID or SMID values or to simu-
late errors
6) Cause repetitive faults.
These functions may be performed in any order at any time during the
SIMULATION mode. The normal sequence of events for a GCOS test would be as
f o 11ows:
1) Perform pre-GCOS start functions from above list
2) Start simulation
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3) Verify that it is running (time changes)
4) Start GCOS (from ATE VDUs)
5) Perform functions from above list during run to satisfy GCOS or GOAL
test case creation and document results of test
6) Stop simulation
7) Remove output tape/listing and ready for next operation (to run an-
other simulation, refer to Appendix A sequence of events). Note: the
tape and listing should be labelled for later recognition and associa-
tion with the test case run.
3.3.4.2.1 SIMULATION Mode Normal Completion
The normal completion of a simulation run occurs when the operator enters
function key 11 of the SIMULATION MODE OPTIONS menu. The message "EXITTING
SIMULATION MODE" shall be displayed (Figure 3.3-39).
3.3.4.2.2 SIMULATION Error Conditions
Several error messages may appear on the GSMF operator display, near the
bottom of the screen following the "0=" which is always present. A message
shall be printed to document this error. Following are the error messages
that may appear, with an explanation of what should be done in response.
DISPLAY: UNDEFINED BEHAVIOR FUNCTION REQUEST
PRINT: BEHAVIOR FUNCTION - XXXXXX - WAS REQUESTED IN RESPONSE
TO ACTION Y Y Y Y Y Y AND WAS NOT FOUND 12:46:46
GSMF personnel should be notified and shown the printed error message.
XXXXXX will be the name of the Behavior Function that could not be found and
Y Y Y . . . Y will be dependent on what action caused the request. The action could
be a GCOS operation or a behavior function operation. For a GCOS operation,
the field Y Y Y Y Y Y shall contain the complex adapter name upon which the action
took place and the hardware address and value of the operation. For a beha-
vior function operation, the Y Y Y Y Y Y shall contain the name of the requesting
behavior function.
DISPLAY: GCID FAILURE DETECTED
PRINT: GCID FAILED PROCESSOR 3 09:24:26
GSMF personnel should be notified. They shall want control of the system
to run the GCID diagnostics to isolate the failure.
DISPLAY: PPI FAILURE DETECTED
PRINT: PPI-SDF2 FAILURE 09:25:26
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GSMF personnel should be notified. They shall run GSMF diagnostics to
isolate the failure to GSMF host or SDF.
A detailed description of all error messages for each module will be
included in this document for final delivery.
3.3.4.3 SIMULATION Mode Termination
The simulation mode is terminated by pressing function key 5 from the
GSMF MODE SELECTION menu, DP#0010 (see Section 3.3.2.2.2). The log tape and
printout should be labeled such that they can be referenced to the test case
run during later analysis or review. The display DP#0002, Figure 3.3-5, GSMF
logo will remain displayed until "UP" is entered on the Systems Operators
Console or the system is IPL.
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3.4 TEST MODE
The TEST mode shall control the GCID Diagnostics function. The vendor-
supplied diagnostic capabilities are not a part of the TEST mode, and if
needed may be exercised as described in the MITRA and Perkin-Elmer maintenance
manuals. The TEST mode shall provide diagnostics for problems with the GSMF
configuration-specific equipment only. The TEST mode is normally executed
only when the GSMF operational status needs to be verified (e.g., after some
failure has been observed) and during acceptance testing. The TEST mode
provides the control for a series of specific tests with expanding functional
verification. Aspects of these tests are described in the following sections.
3.4.1 TEST Mode Equipment Configuration
The TEST Mode requires no distinct equipment configuration specific to
the test(s) to be run.
The GCID DIAGNOSTICS test requires the Host computer, one terminal, and
the GCID. Other Host peripherals may be connected, and the GCID may be con-
nected to the GCOS computer system. The host and GCID are interfaced through
the VME bus interface device.
3.4.2 TEST Mode Input
3.4.2.1 TEST Mode Software
The test mode software shall be resident on the GSMF host computer. This
software tests the data links between the GCID and GSMF host. These five data
links are TLM, TLC, MSE, SCCD, and MTU.
3.4.2.2 TEST Mode Operator
The TEST mode operator shall control execution of tests from the Host
computer terminal. TEST mode inputs shall be via the keyboard in response to
displ ay menus. The menu operations are described in the following sections.




















The test mode programs are controlled by the GSMF MODE SELECTION menu,
DP#0021 (Figure 3.4-2). The user selects function key 2 (@2) to activate the
TEST MODE GCID DIAGNOSTICS menu, DP#3000 (Figure 3.4-3).
3.4.2.2.2 GCID DIAGNOSTIC Menu
The GCID DIAGNOSTIC menu, DP#3000 (Figure 3.4-3), provides for execution
of all or one of the GCID processor's diagnostics and access to displays to
view detailed diagnostic status. The diagnostic programs shall test the
operation of the GCID input/output boards. They do not test I/O drivers, as
these tests do not interact with any equipment other than that internal to the
GCID. From the GCID Diagnostics menu, the user selects the test to run (ALL
TLM TLC MSE SCCD MTU) by entering the three character representation beside
TEST. Initially, the user 'TAB's to this compose field. Once this is enter-
ed, the cursor positions to 'NUMBER OF REPETITIONS.' The user enters a number
from 01 to 99 for the number of times that the test program is to repeat the
test (1 is the default). After entering the number of repetitions, the cursor
positions to the 'TEST FAILURE OPTION' compose field. The user enters 'S' to
stop on error occurrence, or 'C' to continue if an error occurs. The user at
this time will depress function key 1 (PI) to Start/Stop the test that was
selected. At the top of the page, under 'TEST1 the test selected will be dis-
played, with the 'STATUS' indicating 'RUN'. If more than one run was entered,
under 'REPETITION' will be displayed the number of repetitions currently
running. At completion of the test, the indication of 'SUCCESS1 or 'FAILURE'
will be displayed. Then the user has the option to display the details of the
diagnositics test run (function keys 2 through 6 with respect to test) or
return to the GSMF mode selection menu (Figure 3.4-2), by depressing function
key 7 (07). Sections 3.4.2.2.2.1 through 3.4.2.2.2.5 describe these detailed
screens.
3.4.2.2.2.1 TLM Diagnostics Details. The TLM diagnostics details display
show test results and allows access to displays showing more detailed test
results. Figure 3.4-4 is the first display, the TLM DIAGNOSTICS DETAILS,
DP#3070, display. This display shows the summary pass/fail status, Watch-Dog
Timer, the interrupt test BSR pass/fail status, and the count of general
failures occurring during the test. It also shows the count of failures of
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Function key 1 w i l l display the GENERAL FAILURES that occurred dur ing the
test, if any. Figure 3.4-5, DP#3071, displays examples of each possible
fa i lu re . Up to 13 f a i l u r e code messages (see GCID Design Specification Docu-
ment, Volume II, Page A-46) shal l be displayed with the total error count per
fai lure wi th in the indicated segment number. The segment number indicates the
32-word area that was under test when the fa i lure occurred.
Function key 2 shall display the TLM I/O summary after testing the TLM
I/O Board RAM, of a total of 1,024 locations (Figure 3.4-6), DP#3700. The TLM
I/O RAM addresses and related patterns locations 000. 3FF can be viewed by
the user by entering the respective address range 'SUMMARY N U M B E R . 1 The
illustrated displayed for 64 RAM locations (1,024 total) per page are listed
as fol lows:
RAM Address Display Number Figure Number
000 - 03F DP3701 3.4-7
040 - 07F DP3702 3.4-8
08C - 08F DP3703 3.4-9
OCO - OFF DP3704 3.4-10
ICO - 13F DP3705 3.4-11
140 - 17F DP3706 3.4-12
180 - 1BF DP3707 3.4-13
ICO - IFF DP3708 3.4-14
200 - 23F DP3709 3.4-15
240 - 27F DP3710 3.4-16
280 - 28F DP3711 3.4-17
2CO - 2FF DP3712 3.4-18
300 - 33F DP3713 3.4-19
340 - 37F DP3714 3.4-20
380 - 38F . DP3715 3.4-21
3CO - 3FF DP3716 3.4-22
From each I/O RAM address display page, the user can return to DP3700, TLM I/o
summary display be depressing Function Key 1.
Function key 3, TLM DUAL PORTED RAM TEST, DP#3072 (Figure 3.4-23), wi l l
give the status of the f ive GCID boards during this test (i.e., PASS/FAIL).
3.4.2.2.2.2 TLC Diagnostics Disp lay Menu. Figure 3.4-24, DP#3080, shows the
TLC DIAGNOSTICS menu display.
Function key 1 displays the TLC U P L I N K results, DP#3082 (Figure 3.4-25),
and funct ion key 2 the TLC D O W N L I N K results, DP#3083 (Figure 3.4-26).
Function key 3 displays the GENERAL FAILURES which occurred during the
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Fifteen failure code messages (see GCID Design Specification Document, Volume
II, Page A-55) shall be displayed with the total error count per failure
displayed.
Function key 4 displays the TLC LINK ERROR GENERATION TEST results.
Figure 3.4-28, DP#3081, is an example of the display screen.
Function key 5 displays the TLC DUAL PORTED RAM TEST, DP#3085 (Figure
3.4-29), results. This will indicate the status of each GCID board during the
test (i.e., PASS/FAIL).
Function key 6 returns the user to the GCID DIAGNOSTICS DISPLAY menu.
3.4.2.2.2.3 MSE Diagnostics Details. The MSE DIAGNOSTICS DETAILS display,
DP#3090 (Figure 3.4-30), shows the overall success of the test, the number of
general failures, the status of the FIFO test, the status of the interrupt
test, the results of the status generation and command receive tests, and the
Watch-Dog Timer. The stimulus column should be equal to the status command
column and any discrepancy indicates an error.
Function key 1, DP#3091 (Figure 3.4-31), will display the MSE GENERAL
FAILURES. There are 10 failure code messages (see GCID Design Specification
Document, Volume II, Page A-50) that are displayed along with the total error
count per failure.
Function key 2 displays the MSE DUAL PORTED RAM TEST, DP#3092 (Figure
3.4-32), results. This indicates the status of each GCID board during the
test (i.e., PASS/FAIL).
3.4.2.2.2.4 SCCD Diagnostics Details. The SCCD DIAGNOSTICS display, DP#3100
(Figure 3.4-33), shows the pass/fail summary of the SCCD-A and SCCD-B I/O
board tests. The counts of general failures occurring during these tests
shall be displayed, and the SCCD-A or SCCD-B general failures list may be
viewed by pressing function key 1. The results of the SCCD-B command receive
test shall be displayed in tabular format showing the values used (stimulus
columns) and the resultant commands received (command columns). The stimuli
and command columns shall be equal for a successful test, and unequal for a
f ai 1 ure.
The SCCD GENERAL FAILURES list, DP#3101 (Figure 3.4-34) , displays the 13
failure codes for SCCD with the resultant 'ERROR COUNT1 if there are any
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Function key 2, DPC3103 (Figure 3.4-35), displays the SCCD DUAL PORTED
RAM TEST. This indicates the status of the GCID boards (i.e., PASS/FAIL)
after running the diagnostics test.
Function key 3 displays the results of the SCCD-A ADDRESSING SUMMARY
DISPLAY menu DP#3130 (Figure 3.4-36). It breaks the addresses into four
groups for displaying the status of the addresses from 00 to F. Figures
3.4-37 through 3.4-40 illustrate the SCCD-A addressing statuses. A flashing
asterisk (*) indicates an error corresponding to that group.
Function key 4 displays the SCCD-A I/O SUMMARY DISPLAY results (Figure
3.4-41) that allow the user to display the SCCD I/O RAM addresses from 00 to
FF. The addresses are broken into four displays (Figures 3.4-42 through
3.4-45) as DISPLAY CONTROL cannot display more than 123 fill-in fields per
pages. It is also operated via an offset. The pattern displayed for each
address indicates the results of the test for that address. A "0" (zero)
value indicates success, and a non-zero value a failure. The position of the
binary one(s) indicates which test pattern(s) failed. The displayed pattern
is in hexadecimal. A flashing asterisk (*) indicates an error for the corre-
sponding group of addresses.
3.4.2.2.2.5 MTU Diagnostics. The MTU DIAGNOSTICS display, DP#3110 (Figure
3.4.-46), shows the summary of the tests and the GMT, MET, Watch-Dog Timer,
and time TAG values of 30 seconds. The results of the GMT and MET set tests
are shown (SET and READ columns should be equal). The number of general
failures and the status (pass/fai l) of the time tag set test are shown.
Function key 1 shall display the MTU GENERAL FAILURES, DP#3111 and
DP#3112 (Figure 3.4-47 and Figure 3.4-48). Up to 30 failure code messages
(see GCID Design Specification Document, Volume II, Page A-62) shall be dis-
played. Function key 1 for both screens shall allow the operator to toggle
through the error list to review all 30 failure entries.
Function key 2 shall display the MTU TIME TAG RESULTS. The SET and READ
columns should be equal. DP#3113 (Figure 3.4-49), is an example results dis-
play.
Function key 3, DP#3114 (Figure 3.4-50), displays the MTU DUAL PORTED RAM
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3.4.3 Test Mode Output
The outputs of the TEST Mode programs are to document the tests for later
analysis or reference and are conversational features for test control and
viewing of results. The user has the option to make hardcopies of the display
pages. No current effort is being made to log to tape.
3.4.4 TEST Mode Procedures
3.4.4.1 TEST Operations
All tests are operator initiated via menu inputs, and all results may be
viewed on the display. A pass/fail summary shall be presented after each
test, with more detailed results available through menu selections. Results
may be hardcopied for later use. Where appropriate, tests may be repeated
automatically by entering a repeat count.
3.4.4.1.1 TEST Mode Normal Completion
Each test (commanded set of tests) will update the current display upon
completion as indicated in the display descriptions in Section 3.4.2. Since
all functions are under operator control, only individual tests may be con-
sidered complete until the operator terminates the TEST mode.
3.4.4.1.2 TEST MODE Error Conditions
Several error messages may appear on the operator display when events
occur that disallow operation of the test-in-progress. In general, the TEST
mode will be run by diagnostic personnel, and they should resolve the problem.
Some "lower-level" tests may be run to aid diagnosis of the problem.
3.4.4.2 TEST MODE Termination
The TEST MODE will be terminated by the operator selection of function
key 7 from the GCID DIAGNOSTICS menu (see Figure 3.4-3). The GSMF MODE
SELECTION display configuration menu shall then be displayed (see Figure
3.4-2).
3.4.5 VMEBus INTERFACE TEST Program
A test program was developed for the VMEBus INTERFACE TEST (VMEBI)
device. This test ensures that the interface links between the GSMF Host
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display that allows the user to run the series of tests. This program per-
forms requested I/O to the VME Bus Interface in either single shot or loop






t Select a default write/read sequence of 4, 16-bit half words to/from a
fixed VME address or specify complete control information relating to
the write/read sequence
• Connect and disconnect from any of the supported external VME inter-
rupts.
The remaining sections under Section 3.4.5 will detail the actual VMEBI test
operations.
3.4.5.1 VMEBI Test Program LOAD/EXECUTE
The VMEBI test program is loaded and started by display control from the
user's console via an I-line entry as shown in Figure 3.4-52. This can be done
from any screen, i.e., DP3000 is simply an example.
D 19 is the I-line command that will display the VMEBI Interface Test
menu, DP19, Figure 3.4-51.
The following instructions detail the function key selection, operation,
test operation, and user input instructions.
All command function tests are invoked by a two-step function key se-
quence.
1) Select the function command to test
Response - Blinking 'ON 1 will appear opposite the selected command
function test.
2) Select single shot ( @ 6 ) or loop on ( @ 7 ) selected items.
Response - An 'ON' value will appear opposite the selected function.
To stop or cancel any selected command function test, reselect the test
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- SYSTEM RESET §1
This function causes the VME Bus System Reset signal to be
activated for at least one second. The System Reset command
execution is indicated by the halt indicator light on each of
the five GCID boards.
EXAMPLE
ON - SYSTEM RESET 81
SINGLE SHOT SELECTED ITEMS @6
SLAVE ENABLE
- SLAVE ENABLE (NOTE: Slave is initially enabled) P2
TURN OFF SYSTEM RESET 81
SINGLE SHOT SELECTED ITEMS 06
This function causes the VMEBI slave to be enabled. The normal
state of the VMEBI is for the slave to be enabled. Upon a
power restored, the VMEBI driver will either enable or disable
the slave in accordance with the state of the VMEBI at power
failure.
EXAMPLE
ON - SLAVE ENABLE (NOTE: Slave is initially enabled) 82
SLAVE DISABLE
- SLAVE DISABLE 83
This function causes the VMEBI slave to be disabled. The
normal state of the VMEBI is for the slave to be enabled. Upon
a power restore, the VMEBI driver will either enable or disable
the slave in accordance with the state of the VMEBI at power
failure.
EXAMPLE
ON - SLAVE DISABLE 03
GET STATUS
- GET VMEBI STATUS (STATUS= ) @4
This function causes the VMEBI driver to return the VMEBI




X'000 ' Normal completion; no errors
X ' O O X X 1 Status returned upon completion of GET STATUS
command funct ion;
' X X 1 is the VMEBI device status
X ' 8 2 X X ' unrecoverable error;
" X X 1 is the VMEBI device status
X'8481 ' Halt I/O
X'8482 ' Timeout
X'8483 Power f a i l
X ' C O O O 1 I l legal function code
X ' C I O O 1 i l legal AM code
X ' C 2 0 0 ' i l legal DM code
X 'C200' I l legal DM code
X ' C S O O ' Buf fe r error; Buffer end address not a l igned
properly for data mode
X ' C 4 0 0 ' I l legal VME Bus interrupt level
X'C500 ' VME interrupt pending
X ' A O O O 1 Device unavai lable
X 'AOXX ' Device unava i lab le ; bad device status
' X X 1 is the VMEBI device status
X'A100 ' VME Bus interrupt handler lockout
GENERATE INTERRUPT
- GENERATE INTERRUPT (SPECIFY LEV/STATID IN H E X )
LID WSTOP)
This funct ion causes the VMEBI to generate a VME Bus interrupt
on the level specified in the Lev Field. The interrupt level







The status ID is read by the VMEBI interrupt handler to identi-




42 ENTER LOAD MODE (PREPARE TO ACCEPT LOAD BLOCK)
43 ACCEPT RECORD (GET RECORD FROM GLOBAL RAM)
44 START (JUMP TO START LOCATION)
45 PAUSE (SAVE INTERRUPT RETURN AND WAIT FOR CONTINUE)
46 CONTINUE
47 RUN STAND-ALONE DIAGNOSTICS
48 INITIALIZE INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTICS
49 RUN INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTICS
NOTE: The interrupt level specified must be connected to the VMEBI (see VME
interrupt test procedure in this document).
EXAMPLES
- GENERATE INTERRUPT (SPECIFY LEV/STATID IN HEX) 0147
LID (OR STOP)
- GENERATE INTERRUPT (SPECIFY LEV/STATID IN HEX) STOP
LID (OR STOP)
EXTERNAL VME INTERRUPT TEST (Immediate Action)
- CONNECT TO A VME INTERRUPT (1-5)
- DISCONNECT A YME INTERRUPT (1-5)
This function causes the VMEBI driver to connect and disconnect
from any of the five supported external VME interrupts. The






Entry of the VME interrupt value listed above causes immediate
connect/disconnect execution and no further function operations
are necessary.
EXAMPLE
- CONNECT TO A VME INTERRUPT (1-5) 1
- DISCONNECT A VME INTERRUPT (1-5) 1
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WRITE/READ
WRITE/READ TEST (ON/OFF) : . . . . 65
SPECIFY AM CODE, DM CODE, VME WRITE ADDR, VME READ ADDR, WRITE DATA
AM/DM/ WRI TAD/RE ADA D/DAT A/DAT A/DAT A/DAT A
This function causes the VMEBI driver to write/read of 4, 16-
bit words to/from a fixed VME address. The write/read capa-
bilities of the YEMBI driver is invoked through execution of a
supervisor call (SVC) instruction. The SVC parameter block is
a data structure that is six full word fields. The execution of
a write/read requires three field external entries in the SVC
parameter block. The required external field entries are
defined as follows:
AM/EXT - This field specifies the address modifier (AM) code
associated with the data transfer. Valid AM codes are defined
as follows:
AM Code Description
X ' 3 F ' Standard Supervisory Ascending Access
X ' 3 E ' Standard Supervisory Program Access
X '3D ' Standard Supervisory Data Access
X ' 3 B ' Standard Non-Privileged Ascending Access
X ' 3 A ' Standard Non-Privileged Program Access
X ' 3 9 ' Standard Non-Privileged Data Access
X ' 2 D ' Short Supervisory I/O Access
X ' O F ' Extended Supervisory Ascending Access
X ' O E ' Extended Supervisory Program Access
X ' O D 1 Extended Supervisory Data Access
X ' O B ' Extended Non-Privileged Ascending Access
X ' O A ' Extended Non-Privileged Program Access
X ' 0 9 ' Extended Non-Privileged Data Access
DM - This field is used only for data transfer requests and
specifies the data mode associated with the data transfer.
Valid DM codes are defined as follows:
DM Code Description
X '04 ' Byte Mode
X'08 ' Half word Mode
X ' O C ' Full word Mode
VME ADDRESS - This field is used only for data transfer re-
quests and specifies the VME write/read addresses. Valid GCID








- WRITE/READ TEST (ON/OFF) @5
- SPECIFY AM CODE, DM CODE, VME WRITE ADDR, VME READ ADDR, WRITE DATA
3D /08/6 020 00/6 020 00 fl 1111/2 222/3 333/111
AM/DM/WRITAD/REA DAD/DAT A/DAT A/DAT A/DATA
After all required specified entries have been made, execution
is performed by selection of the ((5) function key.
Response - Blinking ' O N 1 value will appear opposite the write/
read test, indicating the test is active.
- SINGLE SHOT SELECTION ITEMS (?6
This function causes the VMEBI driver to execute the selected
item on time.
- LOOP ON SELECTED ITEMS 07
This function causes the YMEBI driver to execute the selected
item in a continuous loop.
- RETURN TO PREVIOUS DISPLAY (AND TERMINATE TEST) @8
This function causes the VMEORT test program to be cancelled
(indicated by a CA VMEORT TSK at system console) and the pre-
vious display is presented at the user's console.
3.4.5.2 VMEBI Test Program Output Data
All VMEBI test program outputs are assigned to the P-E Printer. To
reassign the output to a CRT console, the following entries should be per-




• .MTM REM CRT2:
t ASS 7, CRT2:
t CONT
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3.4.6 Performance Analysis Monitor
The performance analysis monitor program was developed as a utility to
provide a constant monitor of the GSMF simulation during execution. It allows
the user the opportunity to follow the real-time execution of the simulation.
Figure 3.4-53 is the representation of the actual monitor display. The




• Fetch pointer position
• SDF mode
t GCID status
• Times - GMT/MET.
The monitor program screen is normally displayed on Terminal A16 within
the GSMF hardware configuration. From the system console, the user will enter
the following commands to execute the program:
• L MONCOMP/103
• AS 5, TCR5:
• AS 6, TCW5:
• ST
There will be no other user interface with the monitor display. Until "ANY
FUNCTION KEY IS DEPRESSED" is exercised the display will remain on Terminal
A16.
3.4.7 Validation Test Software
The validation software used in the GSMF configuration will verify that
all I/O links (SECCD,MSE,TLC,TLM,TLC) are operative. This is accomplished by
executing on the MITRA the "Validation Software". The operator will be
prompted by the "Validation Software" (VDU) to execute various programs call
"test sequences" which will exerc ise the various I/O l inks mentioned
previously. The following paragraphs will illustrate the VDU displays used
and their respective user requests.
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The display illustrated in Figure 3.4-54 allows the user to select any
one of five (5) "test sequences" (SCWT,MSET,TLCT,TIMT,TIMS) to be executed.
3.4.7.1.1 SCW1 Test Sequence
The displays illustrated in Figures 3.4-55 thru 3.4-58 prompts the user
in the execution of the 'TEST SEQUENCE" to verify that the SCCD link is
operative.
3.4.7.1.2 MSE1 Test Sequence
The display illustrated in Figures 3.4-59 and 3.4-60 prompts the user in
the execution of the "TEST SEQUENCE" to verify that the MSE/TLM link is
operative.
3.4.7.1.3 TLCT Test Sequence
The displays illustrated in Figures 3.4-61 and 3.4-62 prompts the user in
the execution of the "TEST SEQUENCE" to verify that the TLC link is operative.
3.4.7.1.4 TIMT Test Sequence
The displays illustrated in Figures 3.4-63 and 3.4-64 prompts the user in
the execution of the 'TEST SEQUENCE" to verify that the GMT link is operative.
3.4.7.1.5 TIMS Test Sequence
The displays illustrated in Figures 3.4-65 and 3.4-66 prompts the user in
the execution of the 'TEST SEQUENCE" to verify that the MET link is operative.
3.4.7.2 Validation Software Setup
The procedure to install and powerup the GSMF configuration to execute
the "Validation Software" is explained in Appendix H. Appendix H in addition
to executing the validation software, lists the sequences for executing
ITTS/GCOS/GOAL programs.
3.5 POST-PROCESSING
After the simulation has terminated, the user has the option to "DUMP"
all or part of the simulation activities to the printer. To do this, the user
must have logged operational data to tape during the simulation (see Figure
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To being the post-process ing data reduction, the user selects function
key 3 from the GSMF MODE SELECTION menu (see Figure 3.3-4). The POST DATA
REDUCTION menu, DP#0750 (Figure 3.5-1), will be displayed. From this menu,
the user has the option to do the following:
• SPECIFY INPUT DEVICE 01
- The user selects the tape drive (1,2) on which the logged data tape
will be mounted. DP#0760 (Figure 3.5-2) is the screen displayed.
• SPECIFY DUMP OPTIONS 62
- DP#0780 (Figure 3.5-3), will be displayed after depressing function
key 2 from DP#0750. This menu allows the user to specify any of
the four dump options:
1) SPECIFY DUMP START/STOP TIMES 01
• With this selection, DP#0798 (Figure 3.5-4), is displayed for
user input. The user specifies the time to start printing
data from the time and the time to stop printing data.
- Function key 1 will CLEAR THE ENTRIES
- Function key 2 prints the requested START/STOP times
- Function key 3 returns to DP#0780.
2) SELECTIVELY DUMP DATA 02
• With this selection, DP#0782 (Figure 3.5-5), is displayed
for the user to select which type of data to print. The












After the type(s) have been selected to "DUMP" or "SKIP,"
the user returns to DP#0750 by depressing Function Key 3.
• The user also has the option to "DUMP ALL RECORDS" (Function
Key 1) or "SUPPRESS ALL RECORDS" (Function Key 2).
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3) DUMP ALL DATA IN HEX @3
• All data will be dumped in hexidecimal format.
4) DUMP ALL DATA IN DECIMAL @4
• All data will be dimped in decimal format.
• RETURN TO PREVIOUS DISPLAY @5
- DP#0750 will once again be displayed.
• From DP#0750, the user will enter a report title (which will be print-
ed on every page) by pressing "TAB."
• BEGIN PROCESSING DATA 63
- The user is now ready to start "DUMPING" simulation data as select-
ed to the printer. DP#0799 (Figure 3.5-6), will be displayed to
inform the user that POST-PROCESSING IS EXECUTING.
-- TERMINATE PROCESS §1
* This will terminate printing
• END POST-PROCESSING TASK G4
• RETURN TO PREVIOUS DISPLAY G5
- This command will re-display the GSMF MODE SELECTION menu, DP#0010.
3.5.2 Post-Processing Output
All requested data will have been printed on the GSMF hardware configura-
tion printer. This output can be compared to the Mitra printer listing for
validation.
3.6 PPI LOOPBACK
PPI LOOPBACK is a means of rapidly verifying the hardware interconnect to
an SDF and running tests of various transmitted/echoed patterns through the
PPI drivers in each computer.
3.6.1 Hardware/Software
The physical interconnection between the GSMF and the SDF must be in-
stalled and operative. The operating systems must include the PPI drivers.































































operator must have display DP#0010 on the screen. The GSMF MODE SELECTION
menu must be on the terminal. On the SDF, Task (will be provided during
sustaining effort) must be loaded and started prior to initiating the test on
the GSMF from Display DP#0210.
3.6.2 Selection
PPI LOOPBACK is initiated from Display DP#0210 (see Figure 3.6-1) which
may be selected from the GSMF MODE SELECTION menu. Selection of function key
3 returns the user to that menu.
3.6.3 Operation
The operator may select the PPI to test. Default is PPI-1, connected to
SDF1. PPI-2 is connected to SDF2.
A test pattern may be selected, or a default pattern may be used. If the
default is used, or if a pattern of all Hex 0,s is entered (which resets the
default) a variant test pattern is used. It begins by setting the first byte
of the first pattern to Hex 00, the second to Hex 01, etc., until the 68-byte
pattern is built. On SEND/ECHO of the pattern successfully, the pattern is
advanced one byte and the last byte incremented, in effect, "walking" the
pattern forward. In this manner, assuming a test of sufficient duration, all
bits of all bytes will be tested in all possible combinations. When Hex FF is
reached, the pattern recycles to Hex 00. This "walking" continues until
terminated. If the SEND/ECHO is unsuccessful, the pattern is not incremented
and is reused until compared successfully.
If a particular pattern is to be tested, the operator may enter it and it
will be repeated continually during the test.
To initiate a test, the operator will depress function key 1. To termin-
ate the test, function key 2 is depressed.
3.6.4 Results
When the test is activated, a running report of the results is displayed.
The fields "Last Result" and "Prior Result" will show "PASS" or "FAIL" for the
most recent test and the one prior to it. The fields "Passed" and "Failed"
will maintain a cumulative count of the individual results during any given
test cycle. If a fixed pattern is being tested, it will be displayed con-
stantly. If the variant form is selected, the display reflects the current
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3.7 OFFLINE FILE BUILD MODE
OFFLINE FILE Build mode supports the options that allow the user to build
required GSMF files offline prior to running Simulation mode. The following
files 'can be created by OFFLINE FILE Build:
• Build data display fi le(s) (SWID)
• Build command sequence file
t Build TLC response file
• Build initial Behavior Function file
t Read/Create GCID operating software files from tape to disk
• Read/Create setup tape to disk files.
3.7.1 OFFLINE FILE Build Mode Equipment Configuration
All disk files shall be created on the GSMF host computer. The GCID
operating software files and setup files shall be created from magnetic tapes
that are provided by Intergraph and from the IBM 4341, respectively.
All files shall be created off-line (separate or display control) inter-
actively on a P-E terminal. The program is menu driven and responds to all
user input. No special equipment is necessary.
3.7.2 OFFLINE FILE Build Input Materials
3.7.2.1 Magnetic Tapes
Setup mode creates a tape with eight files from the SLDB. This tape will
be transported to the GSMF host and these files copied to disk. Intergraph
shall provide a tape that contains the KID operating software tape that will
be copied to host disk files. This is a one time function.
3.7.2.2 User Interface
OFFLINE FILE Build is a menu driven task that requires user input. This
program is executed independently of display control in that all input data
will be read directly from the screen by the program. The user shall select
from the menu the respective number for the files to build.
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3.7.3 OFFLINE FILE Build Output Materials
3.7.3.1 SWID Data Display Files
The user can create many SWID ID files with this option. A total of 16
entries per file is the maximum that the user can enter.
3.7.3.2 Command Sequence File
This allows the user to build the command sequence file interactively.
Appendix A describes the sequence to create this file.
3.7.3.3 TIC Response File
Th"1s allows the user to build a file of predefined TLC responses. The
responses, ordered by response ID, are returned to the GCID in the standalone
mode. Appendix A details the user responses required to build the file.
3.7.3.4 Initial Behavior Tasks File
This allows the user to specify the names of behavior functions to be
activated upon initiation of the simulation mode. Appendix A details the user
responses required to build the file.
3.7.3.5 GCID Software Files
These five disk files shall be created from the Intergraph-provided
magnetic tape. These files will contain the operating software for the GCID
MC68000 microprocessors (TLM, MSE, TLC, SCCD, and MSU).
3.7.3.6 Setup Tape Disk Files
These eight files shall be created from the setup Tape that was created
on the IBM 4341/4381. These files are discussed in Section 3.2 of this docu-
ment, and are used exclusively by SIMULATION MODE for getting SWID related
data.
3.7.4 OFFLINE FILE Build Procedures
From the system console (Al) , the user enters 'BLDOFFLN1. This is a .CSS
procedure which will execute the OFFLINE FILE BUILD programs and assigns them
to terminal A19. Once in execution, the user simply responds to terminal
requests.
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